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Exclusively available from…

Plant-based
fish that’s
beyond belief
Hard to believe right? And when you taste it
and start cooking with it, you’ll find it even more
amazing. This mind-blowing product from Vegan
Zeastar is 100% plant-based and is every bit as
versatile and delicious as the real thing.

The Sashimi made with tapioca
starch is completely allergen and
gluten free and is available as a Tuna
or Salmon fish alternative. It slices
and holds flavour just like it’s raw fish
equivalent. So, treat it like Sashimi. It
deserves nothing less. These products
are game-changers. They are going to
make you think completely differently
about plant-based and maybe about
seafood. In fact... this might be the
end of the line for fish entirely.
NEW Sashimi Zalmon - 310g SASHZAL
NEW Sashimi No Tuna - 310g SASHTUN

And as if that wasn’t enough to
make your head spin wait to you see
their range of coated food. They are
made with non GMO ingredients
and are palm oil free Their crunchy
coated ‘Kalamariz” is firm and chewy
- just like Calamari and their crispy
Coated Prawnz give a juicy bite, that
quite frankly challenge the humble
Prawn.
NEW Shrimpz - 3kg SHRIM
NEW Lemon Shrimpz - 1kg LEMSHRIM
NEW Kalamariz - 1kg KALAM

Same firm but juicy texture
as the real thing, just 100%
plant-based. These plant-based
prawns are so versatile, perfect
in a sticky noodle prawn dish,
added last minute to a sauce
to make a vibrant curry, in a
prawn linguine as shown here,
or go retro in an old school
prawn cocktail.
NEW Shrimpz - 3kg SHRIM

Want the best plant-based
versions of your favourite
sauces? Vegan Junkstar is
where it’s at. From Cheddar
Cheeze Sauce to Sushi Mayo,
you wont believe how good
they are.
NEW Sushi Mayo

NEW Piccalilly M dm Jeanette

500ml SAUSUSHMAY

500ml SAUPICC

NEW Soya Glaze

NEW Pink Garlic Sauce

500ml SAUSOYGL

500ml SAUPINKGA

NEW Chedda Cheeze Sauce

NEW Truffle Flavour Sauce

500ml SAUCHED

500ml SAUTRUF
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